Abstract-The goal of this project is to create an accurate model for skeletal muscle in vitro, with a specific focus to enable mechanical stimulation of the tissue. The project began by creating a list of functions, objectives, and constraints based upon a client needs statement. Conceptual designs were then brainstormed and tested for feasibility in order to select components of final design. The design is currently in assembly and testing phases including testing with skeletal muscle tissue formation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The field of skeletal muscle tissue engineering presents clinical promise and offers potential for accurate models of myogenesis and pharmacological therapies. In healthy skeletal muscle tissue, small injuries are constantly repaired by satellite cells that reside in the tissue's basement membrane [1] . When activated by signals released from damaged muscle, these cells are able to differentiate into myoblasts, which then form fused multi-nucleated myofibers [2] . The new tissue becomes vascularized and innervated, restoring function to damaged regions [3] . However, in cases of larger trauma or myopathy, the regenerative capacity of skeletal muscle tissue is severely limited and can result in extensive scarring and reduced functionality [4] .
The field of skeletal muscle tissue engineering attempts to address these problems by offering new solutions for culturing and conditioning skeletal muscle in a highly controlled in vitro environment. Despite many advances in the field, tissueengineered skeletal muscle has not approached the mechanical properties or resiliency of native skeletal muscle tissue. Successful myogenesis in vitro requires an environment that mimics the natural in vivo cell niche [5] . This includes a combination of factors involving nutrition hormones, innervation, and exercise [6] . Powell et al. [6] showed that mechanical stimulation during myotube formation improves fiber diameter, density, and contractibility. Mechanical stimulation is an integral aspect of maintaining the tissue construct over time and posited to improve penetration of culture medium into the construct [6] . The purpose of this project is to design a method to consistently enable modeling of skeletal muscle tissue in vitro. This method should allow for anchoring of the produced tissue and would ideally be amenable to mechanical stimulation, electrical stimulation, and measurement of skeletal muscle tissue properties.
II. OBJECTIVES, CONSTRAINTS, FUNCTIONS
Based from the goals stated for the design, the team created a list of objectives, constraints, and functions. The primary functions included:
• Should enable modeling of tissue formation in vitro • Should permit the study of skeletal muscle tissue • Should be consistent/reproducible • Should allow for mechanical conditioning of produced muscle tissue
After primary functions were established, they were scored using pairwise comparison charts, ranked, and illustrated in a weighted objective tree. Due to the capabilities of student lab facilities, budget, and design criteria the project was limited to the following constraints:
• Must remain within budget • Must operate within a standard tissue culture environment • Must be produced aseptically or be sterilizable • Must be able to be prototyped and analyzed with biocompatible commercially available or easily accessible resources (i.e. on campus, collaborating labs, etc) • Must be easy to use, safe, and time efficient
In order for the device to meet the outlined objectives it must allow the following functions:
• Able to measure contractile function These criteria were used to develop four conceptual designs. The feasibility of these designs was evaluated through experimental testing of individual design components. Based on these results, the team was able to draft a final design. III. FINAL DESIGN The final design consists of a molding system that is compatible with the combination culture vessel and mechanical stimulation device, shown in Figure 1 below. The majority of the device is constructed in a commercially available square tissue culture dish (labeled A). Two laser-cut acrylic tracks (labeled B) are fixed to the top of the culture dish, in which a separate component can slide back and forth (labeled C). Surrounding the culture dish is a base (labeled D), which functions to keep the culture dish stationary and allows for the attachment of a small linear actuator (not shown). A magnet is attached to the end of the actuator and aligned precisely with a magnet attached to the sliding component inside the culture dish. When the outside magnet comes into the range of the inside magnet, the sliding component will move towards it, coming into contact with the side of the dish and providing 10% strain to the tissue construct. The sliding component retracts with the aid of a small spring attached to the lid of the dish. The linear actuator is then controlled to create varying cyclic loading protocols.
A molding system has been designed for compatibility with the combination culture vessel and mechanical stimulation device. A layer of agarose is cast in the bottom of the culture plate and allowed to set around four anchoring pins. Another layer of agarose is poured and the positive mold is immediately placed over the pins so that the opposite end of the mold is precisely aligned with the pins included in the component labeled C. Once the gel has set, the mold is removed to create the cell seeding channels. The channels are then seeded at a high cell density, and the culture dish lid, which contains components B and C, is placed on top so that the pins slightly penetrate the agarose in the end of the seeding channel opposite the fixed pins. The agarose mold permits the study of tissue formation by cell self-assembly or with the aid of extracellular matrix materials such as collagen or fibrin gels [7] . Figure 2 shows C2C12 skeletal muscle ring formation using an agarose mold designed by Gwyther et al. [8] . IV. FUTURE PLANS Over the next two months the team will be manufacturing, assembling, and testing the device. Experiments are already underway using the C2C12 population to create muscular tissue within agarose molds. These molds and future experiments will soon utilize a primary cell line isolated from healthy rat skeletal muscle tissue. Time permitting experiments will be conducted with these cells to evaluate the effect of mechanical conditioning on the development of skeletal muscle tissue. This set of experiments will include a comparison of tissues formed under passive tension, cyclic loading at different rates, and no mechanical stimulation of either nature on the muscle tissue construct. Results will be evaluated using immunohistochemistry and immunocytochemistry to evaluate the density of the tissue, as well as fiber alignment within the tissue. Contractile function of the tissue will be evaluated by applying an electrical pulse directly to the construct, and using force transducers to measure the response.
V. IMPACT
This design will have a significant impact on the field once successfully completed. In the field of skeletal muscle tissue regeneration there only a few designs that allow for the culture of this construct in a culture safe environment and includes mechanical stimulation [6] [9] [10] . Our design incorporates these two components and is also easily adaptable to any future adjustments. Additionally, this design is easy to manufacture and easy to use, therefore could be manufactured and produced at an affordable price.
